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We study the method of deodmg whether the mwima! genus SeIfert surfaces for the given hnk 
m the 3-sphere are unique We give a sufllclent ¢ond|tlo,~ 'or the uniqueness by using product 
dt.~omposlttons and A-operations of sutured manifolds We give a necessary and sufficient 
cont~'tlon i case when the link is the boundary of a Murasdgl sum of two minimal genus Seifert 
surface~ 
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1. Introduction 
Let L be an oriented link in the 3-sphere S 3, E (L )= Sg- In t  N(L) the exterior 
o f  L, and S a Seifert surface for L, t e ,  ~S= L. Then we often abbreviate E(L )~S 
by denotmg S. Two Setfert surfaces S1 and $2 for L are equivalent tf S I t s  ambient 
isotopic to $2 m E(L). We say that an or iented Seifert surface S for L ts o f  mmzmal 
genus tf no component  o f  S is closed, and  x(R)<~x(S) for any Seifert surface R 
for L sat is fymg the above condit ion. Then several authors  showed that there exist 
knots whose minimal  genus  Seffert surfaces are not umque under  the above 
equivalence [1, 2, 8, 12]. On she other hand,  it is known that there are nonfibered 
knots whose min imal  genus  Setfert surfaces are un ique [13, 19]. 
In this paper  we study the. method  of  deciding whether  the min imal  genus Setfert 
surfaces o f  the given l inks are un ique Our  arguments  heavi ly depend on the sutured 
mani fo ld  o f  Gabal  [4]. We note that the incompress ib le Setfert surfaces for fibered 
l:nks -re umque,  and,  it', [6], Gabat  gave a criterion for deciding whether  the given 
link is fibered, by usi~ig product  decomposi t ions  o f  sutured mani fo lds In Section 
4, we will give a sufl-lcient condit ion o f  the mmtmal  genus  Seifert surfaces for the 
given hnks  being ,mique, by us ing product  decomposi t ions and A-operat ions (see 
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Section 2) of sutured manifolds Especmlly we give a necessary and sufficient 
condition in case when the given link has a minimal genus Selfert surface S such 
that S 3 - In t  N(S)  Is a handlebody (Theorem 4.6) In [3], Gabal proved that the 
Murasugi sum of minimal genus surfaces (fibered links respect,~ely) is minimal 
genus (fibered respectively) In Section 5, we show 
Theorem 5.1. Let L, (l = 1, 2) be a hnk with a minimal genus Setfert surface R,, R a 
Murasugt sum of  R~ and R2. Then the minimal genus Selfert surfaces for  L = OR are 
umque If and onl? O" one of  L~, L2, say L2, Is fibered and the mzntmal genus Setfert 
surfaces for  Lz are unique 
We note that Theorem 5.1 implies a result of Bodeau-Gabai [6, Corollary 3.2] 
As a consequence of Theorem 5 1, we have. 
Corollary 5.2 (cf [7, 1 18, 1 19]). Let L be an arborescent hnk [7] with the total 
weight at each vertex is even and nonzero. Then the minimal genus Selfert surfaces for 
L are unique i f  and only i f  the total weights of  all but one vertices are ±2 
We note that 2-bridge knots are arborescent links with trees such that the total 
weight at each vertex is even and nonzero, and each vertex has at most two adjacent 
edges [8, Fig 2] Hence Corollary 5 2 is a natural generalization of a result of 
Hatcher and Thurston [8, corollary] 
By using the results of Section 4 together with Theorem 5 1, we could give the 
list of knots of <~ 10 crossings whose minimal genus Selfert surfaces are not unique 
(Appendix) Especially the minimal genus Selfert surfaces for 9_,5 are unique The 
tact will be used in [11] to show that the unknotting number of 925 is 2. 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout th~s paper, we work in the piecewtse hnear category and manifolds 
are oriented unless otherw;se specified For me definitions of standard terms of 
3-dimensional topology, knot and link theory, see [9, 14]. 
Firstly, we recall the definition of the sutured manifold [4] A sutured mamfold 
(M, y) is a compact 3-dimensional manifold M together with a set y (=0M)  of 
mutually disjoint annuli A(y) and ton T(y) In this paper, we mainly treat the case 
of T (y )=0 The core curves of A(y), s(3,), are the sutures Every component of 
R(y)  =OM- ln t  3' is oriented, and R+(3,) (R_(3,) respectively) denotes the union 
of the components whose normal vectors point out of( into respectively) M Moreover 
the orientaUons of R(3,) must be coherent with respect o s(y) 
Let (M, 3,) be a sutured manifold. A properly embedded isk D (c  M)  ts a product 
disk If OD intersects (3,) transversely in two points. A product decomposinon is a 
sutured manifold decomposition [4, Definition 3.1], (M, y) o (M',  y'), where D is 
a product disk (see Fig. 1 ) 
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We say that the sutured manifold (M, T) is a product sutured mamfold if (M, TT) 
is homeomorphlc to (F  x I, 0F x I), where F is a 2-manifold and R J (3`)= F x { 1}, 
R-(3,) = Fx{0}. We say that (M, 3`) is an almost product sutured manifold if every 
incompresmble surface F m M with ~F= s(3`) is parallel to R+(3,) or R-(3,). We 
note that possibly there is an incompressible surface F in M with OF = s(3,) such 
that some components of F are parallel to some components of R+(3`) and the rest 
of the components are parallel to some components of R-(3,) even if (M, 3`) is an 
almost product sutured manifold. It is known that a product sutured manifold is 
an almost product sutured manifold In fact, if F is an incompressible surface in a 
product sutured manifold (M, 3`) with OF= s(TT), then F is parallel to R+(3,) and 
R-(3,) 
Let (M~, y~) be a sutured manifold with M~ Irreducible, (M~, 3,~) ~ (M2, 3'2) a 
product decomposition Then we have 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that there is an mcompresstble surface S~ ~n M~ wzth 0S1 = s(3,~) 
and $1 not parallel to R~(3,~) and R-(7~), 1.e., (Mi ,  3,1) is not an almost product 
sutured mamfold Then there is an incompressible surface $2 m M~ with 8S_~ = s(y2), 
$2 not parallel to R+(3,2) and R-(3,2), and x( S2) = x( S3) + l 
Proof. Since M~ is lrreduoble and S~ is incompressible, by using stanoard cut and 
paste arguments, we may suppose that DnS~ consists of an arc a. By cutting S~ 
along a, we get a surface $2 m M2 such that aS, = s(3,2). Since S~ is incompressible, 
$2 is incompressible Since S~ is not parallel to R÷(T~) and R-(3,~), S~ Is not parallel 
to R+(3,2) and R-(3,2) And, clearly, we have x(S2)=x(S~)+t.  [] 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose tl;at there is an incompressible surface $2 m M2 with 8S2 = s(3,_~), 
and $2 not parallel to R+(3,_~) and R-(3,_~). Then there ts an mcompresstble surface S~ 
m M~ wzth OS1 = s(3,t), S~ not parallel to R+(3`~) and R-(3,1), and x(S~)= x(S,_)- 1. 
Proof. By tracing the construction of $2 from S~ in the proof of Lemma 2 1 
conversely, we can get an incompressible surface S~ in M~ with 8S~ = s(3,~), which 
is not parallel to R+(3,~) and R-(3,1) Clearly x(S I )=x(S~) - I .  [] 
Let (M, 3') be a sutured manifold with M irreducible, c (caM)  an arc such that 
ac~R(y)  an arc Then either acorn(3 , )=0 or anR_(3 , )=~.  We suppose that 
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a ca R_(3")=0. The other case is treated the same way. Let a'  be an arc properly 
embedded in c~M-Int R_(3") such that a 'n  R~(y)= a c~ R~(3"). Then ~N(a ' )n  
R+(3") consists of two arcs at, a2, which are parallel to anR+(3") in R+(3'), where 
N( . )  denotes a regular neighborhood in aM Let 3"= (~,-/V(a'))  u Nla~ u a.). 
Then y' is a new suture on M and s(3") has a natural orientation induced from 
s(3") (see Fig 2) We say that (M, 3") is obtained from (M, y) by an A-operanon 
along a 
3~ 
F~g 2 
R_(~') 7' 
Let S be a surface properly embedded in M with as  = s(y). Suppose that there 
is a disk A (cM)  with the following properties: 
0) A c~ aM = a an arc, A c~ S -- b an arc such that ~a = ab, a u b : ~A, 
(ii) a n R(3") is an arc 
Then we can apply an A-operatlon on (M, 3") along a to get (M, 3"), and we get a 
surface S', by doing surgery on S along A, such that aS '= s(y'). Then we have" 
Lemma 2.3. I f  S' is parallel to RA 3") (e = + or - ) ,  then either S Is parallel to R~( 7) 
or S ts  compresssble in M. 
Proof. Let V be the closure of the component of M -S '  sucil that ( V, S', R~(3")) 
is homeomorphlc to (S'× I, S 'x  {0}, S 'x  {1}) Let a be an arc properly embedded 
m the closure of the component of aM-s (3" )  intersecting a transversely m one 
point, which corresponds to a dual arc of a (see Fig. 2). Let N(a)  be a regular 
neighborhood of a m the closure of the component of aM-  s(3"), S" the surfao~ 
obtained by moving S 'u  N(a)  slightly so that S"n  3M = i~S" Then S is ambient 
isotopic to S". If Vca ln ta=0,  then S" is parallel to R~(3') Suppose that a~ V, 
l e., ct c R~(3"). Let l be the simple loop on S" which corresponds to (a x{0})u 
(a t~x l )u (ax{ l} )  on S 'uN(a) .  Then I is an essential simple loop on S and l 
bounds a disk corresponding to ot × L Hence S is a compressible surface. 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that S" is not parallel to R~( ~,') and R_( 3,'), and S is parallel to 
R~(y) (e = + or - ) .  Then R~(y') is compresstble in M and there Is a product disk D 
for ( M, 3") such that A c D 
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Proof. Let V be the closure of the componer.t of M - S such that ( I,~ S) is homeomor- 
phic to (S x / ,  S x {0}), i.e., R~ ('y) ~ ~ V. Since S' is not parallel to R+(3") and R_(3"), 
A is not contained in V. Let a' (c  V) be the disk corresponding to (i~A r7 S) x I, and 
D = .l ,J A'. Then ,~D is an essential loop of R,(3") Hence R, (3") is compressible 
Moreover D is a product disk for (M, 3'). [] 
Let D be an essential disk properly embedded in M with OD n s(3")# 0. Then 
0D-  s(y) consists of 2n arcs. If necessary, by moving D by an ambient isotopy, 
we may suppose that OD-  3' also cor, smts of 2n arcs. Then we have: 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that there is an incompressible surface S m M wzth ;iS = s(~), 
whwh ts not parallel to R+(3") and R_(3"). Then there exist at least two components, 
a~, . . . ,  am, of  ~D-s(3")  such that: 
(i) cl a, nc l  aj =0 (: #J ) .  
(il) Suppose that ( M, 3',) is oStamed from (M, 3") by an A-operation along a, Then 
there is an incompressible surface S, (c  M)  with ;~S, = s(3", ), S, not parallel to R+( 3",) 
and R_(3",), and x(S,) = x(S)  + 1. 
ProoL Since M is irreducible, by using cut and paste arguments, we may suppose 
that D r~ S consists of transverse arcs. Then there exist at least two innermost dtsks, 
A ~, . , A.~. in D. Let a, = Int(A, n ~ M ~. Then, clearly, we have cl a, c7 cl aj = 0 (z # j ) .  
Let S, be the surface obtained from S by doing a surgery along .4,. Then, by Lemma 
2 3, we see that S, satisfies the conclusions of Lemma 2.5. [] 
Proposition 2.6. Let (M, 3') be a sutured mamfold, and (M t, 3"1) . . . .  (M", ?F) 
sutured manifolds obtained f iom (M, 3") by applying a sequence of  product decomposi- 
tions and all posstble A-operations along subarcs of  the boundary of  d:sks m the ambient 
manifolds I f  ebery ( ~t', 3") is an almost product sutured manifold, then ( M, ~/ ) Is an 
almost product sutured manifold 
Remark. By Lemma 2.5(i), we need not consider all possible A-oFerations. See 
Example 2 9 below. 
Proof of Proposition 2.6. Assume that (M, 3') is not an almost product su:ured 
manifold, i.e., there is an incompressible surface S properly embedded ,a M such 
that ; iS= s(3"), and S is not parallel to R.(T)  and R_(3"). Then, by Lemmas 2.1, 
2 3.2.5, we have an incompressible surface S' properly embedded in some M'  such 
that oS'=s(~/) ,  and S' l,ot parallel to R. (3/ )  and R_(?/),  a contradictmn. [] 
Example 2.7. Let (M, y) be a sutured mamfold such that M is irreductble, y ts an 
annulus with s(y) contractible in OM. Then (M, y) is an almost product sutured 
manifold. 
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Proof. We note that R(3,) consists of a disk and aM with one hole. Let S (cM)  
be an incompressible surface with aS = s(),). Since s(3,) is contractible in aM, S Is 
a disk. Since M is irreducible, we see that S is parallel to the disk component of 
R(3') [] 
Example 2.8. Let (M, 3") be a sutured manifold such that M is a solid torus D2x S',  
3' consists of two annuli with each component of s(3") not contractible m M. Then 
(M, y) is an almost product sutured manifold. It is easily observed that (M, T) is 
a product sutured manifold if and only if t~ : rr~(R~(3")) ~ ~rt(M) is an isomorphism 
Proof. Let D (cM)  be a compressing disk for aM. Since each component of s(3") 
is not contractible m M, we may suppose that each component a of aDn R(3") is 
an essential arc in R(y). Let (M, 3") be the sutured mamfold obtained from (M, 3') 
by an A-operation along a. Then 3" consists of an annulus which ~s compressible 
in aM. Hence, by Example 2.7, (M, 3"~ is an almost product sutured manifold 
Hence, by Proposition 2.6, (M, 3") is an almost product sutured mamfold. [] 
Example 2.9. Let ( V, 3') be a sutured manifold such that V is a genus two handlebody, 
3" a union of three annull with s(3") as m Fig. 3 Then (V, 3') is an almost product 
sutured manifold. 
a 4 ~.  ~',, " ", 
a 1 / /  
F~g 3 
Proof. Let D (c  V) be the properly embedded isk as in Fig 3. Then, aD-s (y )  
consists of four arcs a~, a2, a3, a4. If (V, y) is not an almost product sutured 
manifold, then, by Lemma 2 5, the A-operation along some a, produces a sutured 
manifold which is not almost product. Hence we show that A-operations along a,'s 
produce almost product sutured manifolds. By Lemma 2.5i 1), it suffices to show a~, 
a2 produce almost product sutured manifolds. We get the sutured manifold (M~, y~ )
as in Fig. 4 by the A-operation along a,.  Then do a product decomposition along 
the disk D'  in F~g. 4. Then we get a sutured manifold conslstmg of a solid torus 
and a suture which is contractible in the boundary, of the solid toms. Hence, by 
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D" 
Fig 4 
Example 2.7, it is an almost product sutured manifold. In case of a, ,  we have the 
same result. Hence (V, y) is an almost product sutured mamfold [] 
3. Nonunique minimal genus Seifert surfaces 
Let L be an unsplittable link in the 3-sphere, S a minimal genus Seffert surface 
for L The purpose of this section ~s to prove 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that there is a minimal genus Setfert surface S' for L which ~s 
not equwalent to S. Then there ts a mmtmal genus Sebrert surface S" for L such that 
S" n S =~), and S" is not equivalent to S. 
We note that Scharlemann and Thompson independently obtained a result whlch 
is more general [16, Theorem 3.1] 
Lemma 3.2 [18, Corollary 3 2]. Let E be an incompressible surface properly embedded 
m F × I such that ,~E c F x {0}, where F is a compact surface. Then E zs parallel to a 
subsurface of  F x {0} 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Firstly, we prepare some notations. We may suppose that 
~S c~ ~S'= 0, and the number of the components of Sc~ S' is minimal among all 
surfaces which are properly isotopic to S'. Let /~--> E(L)  be the infinite cyclic 
covering. Then, as described in [14, p. 128], we can get /~ by taking countably 
infimte copies of E(L) -S ,  E, (l ~ Z), and identifying their boundaries as in Fig. 5. 
Then S' hits homeomorphically to /~ Let .~' (c  E) be a lift of S' Then we assign 
the integer t to each component of S'- I . . J  Sj which is contained in E,, where {Sj} 
is the set of all lifts of S to/~ as in Fig 5. Let s~ (s,, respectively) be the maximal 
(mimmal respectively) value for S'-I..,I S r If sM=sm, then S' is disjoint from S 
Hence, we suppose that sM > s,,. Let CM be a component of S ' -  S corresponding 
to the components of S ' -U  Sj with the the maximal value sM. Then take sufficiently 
many parallel copies of S, S t , . . . ,  S k (cE(L ) )  in N(S),  and perform the oriented 
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cut and paste to get ~n embedded surface S By moving S by a troy 15otopy, we 
may suppose that SnS=O (see [15, Lemma 3.2(b)]) Then .~ represents the 
homology cla,,s (k+ 1)IS] (cH2(E(L),  OE(L))) Hence, by [17, Lemma 1], there is 
a umon of components of S, S", s~Jch that S"= C~,, and [S"]=[S]. Since X(S)= 
(k + 1)x(SL we see that x(S")= x(S) Then, by pushing S" to the positive side of 
S, we :nay ,,uppose that S";~ (Sw CM)=~ 
Assume ~hat S u S" boungs a product region V m E(L),  1 e,  ( T, S, S', V c~ ?~N(L)) 
is homeovlorphlc to (S ×/ ,  S x {0}, S x {1}, OS x I) By the rqmo,mhty of #(Sc~S'), 
we see tl',at each co,;ponent of S ' -S  is incompressible m E(L ) -S  If CM ~ V, 
then, by Lemm~ 3.?, we can push CM to decrease #(St  S'), :t contradiction Suppose 
that Ct¢, is t~ot contained in V Let C., be the umo~o bf the components of S ' -  S 
corresFondmg to the components of the minimal ~alue s., Then, by Lemma 3 2, 
we see tha t C., can be pushed to decrease #iS iS ' )  a contradiction. [] 
4. Sufficient conditions for the unio'~eness 
In this section we descrd-e a method for deoding whether the given minimal 
genus Seffert surface is f ie  umque on~ of the hnk For the methods for finding a 
mmzmal genus Seffert, arface for the given link, see, for example, [5]. 
Let L be an unspb÷,able hnk m S 3, S a Seffert surface for L Then the complementary 
sutured mamfold [6] for S is the sutured manifold (M, T)=(c I (E (L ) -N(S) ) ,  
c l (aE(L ) -N¢  ,S))). Then as an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1, we have- 
Propos;'.aon 4.1. The minimal genus Selfert surfaces for L are umque if and only tf 
therr does not exist an incompressible surface S' in M with OS'= s(~,), x(S') = x(S),  
o ~d S' not parallel to R., ( / )  and R-(T). 
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Hence we have: 
Corollary 4.2. / f  (M, 7) is an almost product sutured mamfold, then the minimal 
genus Selfert surfaces for L are umque. 
Then, by Proposition 2 6, we have: 
Corollary 4.3. Let (M ~, 3,~),. , (M n, T n) be sutured mamfolds obtained from the 
complementary sutured mamfold ( M, 7) by a sequence of product decomposmons and 
all poss,ble A-operations along the subarcs of the boundary of dzsks m the ambient 
manoSolds If  every (M',  T') zs an almost product sutured mamfold, then the minimal 
genius Sezfert surfaces for L are umque 
Example 4.4. Let L be the hnk which is the boundary of an n-twisted unknotted 
annulus with n ~0,  re ,  L is a (2, 2n)-torus link Then the minimal genus Se~fert 
surfaces for L are unique Moreover the annulus is the minimal genus Seifert surface. 
Remark. We note that L is fibered if and only if Inl = 1. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the annulus is a minimal genus Seifert surface Then 
the complementary sutured mamfold is (M, y) of Example 2 8. Hence, by Corollary 
4 2, the minimal genus Seifert surfaces for L are unique [] 
Example 4.5. Let L be the link as in Fig 6. Then the minimal genus Seifert surfaces 
for L are unique Moreover the surface S of Fig 6 is the mmlmal genus Seifert surface. 
Proof. It is easy to see the S ~s a minimal genus Seifert surface It ~s directly observed 
that the complementary sutured manifold for S is ( V, 3') of Example 2.9. Hence, 
by Corollary 4.2, the minimal genus Seifert surfaces for L are unique. [] 
Fig. 6. 
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In the rest of this sectmn we gwe a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
minimal genus Seifert surfaces of the given hnk being umque m the case when the 
hnk has a minimal genus Seffert surface S such that S 3 -  Int N(S)  is a handlebody 
For the statement of the result, we prepare some terminologies Let H be a 
handlebody (cube with handles). We note that a 3-cell is a handlebody in our 
context A complete system ofmendmn disks for H is a umon of mutually disjoint, 
properly embedded isks ~ m H such that @ cuts H into a 3-cell. Let 3"f be a 
union of handlebodles. Then a complete system of meridian dts~s for ~ is a union 
of disks ~ in Yf such that the restriction of 50 to each component of Yt ° is a complete 
system of meridmn disks for the handlebody. 
Let (M, y) be a sutured mamfol~ such that M is a handlebody, x (R+(y) )= 
x(R- (y) ) ,  and ~M, y) s,~tlsfies 
There does not exist an incompressible surface S such that 
3S= s(y), and x(S)> x ( '  +(y)). (,) 
Then we consider sequences of sutured manifolds of the following type 
Fwstly, we apply nontnwal product decomposmons a  much as possible to get 
a sequence of product decompos~tmns- 
(M, y )= (,V/o, 3,0)--> (M~, y~) . . . .  ~ (Mk, Yk) 
We note that each component of M~ is a handlebody. If there is a complete 
system of meridian &sks ~ for Mk such that ~ n S(yk)= 0, then we stop For the 
method of finding ~, see, for example, [10]. If we cannot find such disks, then take 
a properly embedded isk E m Mk such that ~E ~ s(yk)~ 0, and each component 
of 3E n R(yk) is an essential arc m R(y~). Then do A-operations to (Mk, Yk) along 
each component of ,gE-s(y~) to get a number of sutured manifolds- 
(Mr, y, t)  . . . .  (Mk, Yt.t) 
Then do nontrivial product decompositions a much as possible to each (Mk. y,.t) 
to get a sequence of product decompositmns 
(M~, y~)= (M,.k, y, ~)-, ("eL ~ ~,, y, ~+, ) - , - - - ,  (M,~,, y,j,). 
Then do the same as above to each (/14,1,, y,j,), and repeat he process It is not 
hard to see that we can make the all sequences emanatmg from (M, y) as above 
stop m fimtely many steps. Let (M ~, y~), .,  (M ~, y~) be the sutured mamfolds 
s~tting in the ends of the sequences. Let n, (1 <~ t~< s) be the length of the sequence 
from (M, y) to (M', y'). 
Then we have: 
Theorem 4.6, There exists an incompressible surface S such that OS = s(y),  and S not 
parallel to R+(y) and R-(y)  If and only i f  there exists (M', 7') such that #(s(y ' ) )  = 
x(R+(y)) + n,, and (M', T') is not an almost product sutured manifold. 
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Remark. Since M'  is irreducible and each component of s(y')  Is contractible in 
m', (M', 3,') is almost product if and only if R~(3") (e = + or - )  consists of disks. 
Proof of Theorem 4.6. The "only i f" part is proved in the proof of Proposition 2 6. 
Hence we prove the " i f "  part. For stmphcity, we denote the sequence frq,n b'¢/, 3') 
to (M', 3") by 
(M, 3") = (Mo, 3"o) ~ (M~, 3'1) -'~x .~(M. , ,  3".)=(M', y'). 
Let S., be the union of mutually disjoint, properly embedded isks in M., such that 
aS., = s(3".,). Then by tracing the constructions of S_, from S~ or S' from S in Section 
2 conversely, we have surfaces Sj (0~<j <~ n,) in Mj such that aS, = s(3',), and 
x(s,) =x(S.,)-(n,-j) = # s(3".,) - (n , - j ) .  (*~) 
By the assumption #s(y.,)=x(R+(3"))+n,,  and the above conditmns (*), (**), 
we see that each Sj is incompressible. Hence, by Lemmas 2.2, 2.4, we see that each 
Sj is not parallel to R+(3'j) and R_(yj), so that S= So satisfies the conclusion [] 
5. The Murasugi sum 
The surface R (cS  3) is a Murasugl sum of two surfaces R~ and R, in S 3 if: 
(1) R= R1UDR2, where D is a 2n-gon, i.e, aD=A~wB:w"  • .uA .  wB.  (pos- 
sibly n = 1), where A, (B, respectively) is an arc properly embedded in R~ (R2 
respectively). 
(2) there exist 3-balls B~, B2 in S 3 such that: 
(i) /~ u/~2 = S 3, /~ n/~2 = a/~ = a/~2 = S a 2-sphere, 
(ii) R1 c /~,  R2 c/~2, and R1 c~ S = R2c~ S = D. 
Throughout this section, we adopt the above notation. We note that ff n = 1, then 
the Murasugi sum is a connected sum. In this section, we prove Theorem 5.1 stated 
in Section 1. 
Proof of the "if" part of Theorem 5.1. Let (M, 3'), (MI, 3"1), (M2, 3"2) be the com- 
plementary sutured m~alfolds of R, RI, R: respectively. We may suppose that" 
(a) /~ n R_(3") = R-(3'0, B~ c~ R÷(3') = R+(3q)- Int N(D),  
(b) /~2n R_(3') = R_(3",) - ln t  NfD) ,  /~_,c~ R+(3") = R+(3',). 
Since Lt is a fibered link, by Gabai [6, Theorem 1.9], there exist mutually disjoint 
product disks D~, . . . ,  D,, in (Mr, 3"0 such that UD,  decomposes (MI, 3"0 into a 
3-cell with one suture. By (a), we may suppose that (D, c~ R÷(3"~)) c~ Int N(D~ =0. 
Hence, D~, . . ,  Om are product disks in (M, 3") and UD,  decomposes (M, 3') into 
a sutured manifold which is homeomorphic to (M2, 3',). Hence, by Lemma 2 i and 
Theorem 3.1, we see that the minimal genus Seifert surfaces for L are unique. [] 
Proof of the "only if" part of Theorem 5.1. Let E = S - Int D, T the surface obtained 
by summing Rt and R2 along E. By moving T by a tiny isotopy, we may suppose 
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that R n T = 0 (see Fig. 7) Hence T is properly embedded m (M. y) and OT = s(y). 
Since the minimal genus Selfert surfaces for L are umque, T Is parallel to R+(y) 
or R_(y), say R+(y) Let (M',  y') be the sutured manifold such that M '  is the 
closure of the component of M-T  between T and R+(y) and y '= yn  M'. Then 
(M' ,  y') is a product sutured manifold Let D~, ., D" be the product disks m 
(M',  y') whxch correspond to Al x / ,  ., A, x I. Then [,_J D~, decomposes (M',  y') 
into a product sutured manifold ((RI- Int N(D))x I, O(RI- Int N(D))x I) and a 
sutured manifold homeomorphic to (M2, Y2) But since (M',  y') is a product sutured 
manifold, (M,,  Y2) is a product sutured manifold Hence L2 is a fibered hnk. We 
note the above argument ~s essentially the same as in the proof of [6, Corollary 
3.2] In that paper, Gabal assumed that the incompressible surfaces for L are unique. 
But what he used in the proof was the umqueness of the minimal genus Selfert 
surfaces for L 
Now we will show that the minimal genus Seffert surfaces for L 1 are  unique 
Assume that the minimal genus Selfert surfaces for L~ are not umque Then, by 
Theorem 3 1, there is a minimal genus Se]fert surface T1 of L] such that R] n TI = 0 
and TI is not isotopic to R~ Since R]c~ Tj =0, we may suppose that Tjc~/~2=~, 
and, moreover, T~ looks like as in Fig 8 m the neighborhood of D. We get R from 
R B1 
2 
Fig 7 
R 1 
T, 
F~g 8 
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Rt by attaching R2 - Int D along the arcs B 1 . . . .  Bn Similarly, we can get a minimal 
genus Seifert surface R'  for L from Tx by attaching R2-1nt  D by using the arcs 
B~, ., Bn. Then, by moving R' by a troy isotopy, we may suppose that R'r~ R = 0, 
R'n  T=0.  Suppose that R'  is parallel to R_(y) in M. Let (N, 8) be the product 
sutured manifold between R and R', and D~', . . ,  D~ the product disks m (N, c5) 
corresponding to B1 x / ,  . ,  Bn x I By decomposing (N, 8) along ~.3 D: we get a 
product sutured manifold (c l (R2- D) x / ,  t3(R 2 -  D) × I )  and a sutured mamfold 
homeomorphnc to the closure of the region between T1 and R-(yl)  in M~ Hence 
we see that T~ is parallel to R_(y~), a contra&ction. Suppose that R' is parallel to 
R+(y) in M. Then R'  is parallel to T in M Then, by applying the same arguments, 
we see that R'  is not parallel to T, a contradiction. Hence the minimal genus Seifert 
surfaces for L a.;e not unique, a contradiction [] 
Then Corollary 5.2 in Section 1 is an immediate consequence of Example 4.4, 
and Theorem 5 1. 
Example 5.3. The minimal genus Selfert surfaces for 74 (see [14, Appendix C]) are 
not umque. 
Proof. Let S be a minimal genus Senfert surface for 74 as in Fig 9. By Fig. 9(n), 
we see that S is a Murasugl sum of two annuh bounding (2, 4)-torus links. We note 
that a (2,4)-torus link is not fibered Hence, by Theorem 5.1, the minimal genus 
Seifert surfaces for 74 are not unique [] 
(i) (ii) 
Ftg 9 
Example 5.4. The minimal genus Seifert surfaces for 92s are unique. 
Proof. Let S be a minimal genus Seifert surface for 92s as in F~g 10. By Fig. 10(fi), 
we see that S can be represented as a Murasugi sum of two annuli bounding 
(2, 2)-torus links and a genus-0 surface bounding (2, 2, 2)-pretzel link. We note that 
a (2, 2)-torus hnk is fibered. Hence, by Example 4.5, and Theorem 5.1, we see that 
the minimal genus Seifert surfaces for 92s are unique. 
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Appendix 
"Ilae hst of  knots of ~< 10 crossings whose minimal genus Seifert surfaces are not 
unique For  the notations, see [14, Appendix C] 
74, 83, 95, 91o, ¢)13, 918,923, 103, I011, 1016, 1018, 1024 , 1028 , 103o , 10ji , 
1033, 1037, 10-~8, 1053, 1067, 1068, 1074. 
Note added in proot 
Dr. Osarnu Kakimizu pointed out that the "only tf"  part of  Proposit)on 4 1 holds 
only m case when S is connected. However th~s does not affect other results of thin 
paper because we did not use the "only if'" part 
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